
Black Bach – Lyrics by Billy Dean 
 
Welcome to a world of classical reference 
I expose a rhythm wrapped around a sentence 
destinies decision child of all the heavens 
using pen and pad 
put down all the weapons 
they call me dean because I’m known for giving lessons 
and question testing rhetorics inflections 
now I’m destined in society 
breaking barriers music inspires me to 
Be the voice action quite reliably 
 
S for satisfaction 
M for miles 
I for loving me like all the greatest 
L for living 
E z 
 
so limitless 
I always remember this 
When I’m mixing Bach on flows like Ludacris 
And I’m rhyming crazy raps are ludicrous 
And you know I’m masculine but I’m a miss 
And You should prolly ask before you make a diss 
You should prolly ask before you pass the word or have the nerve to come above 
like 
asterisks 
I’m a master switch 
So disasterous 
Just Like a wicked witch 
 
a wicked witch that’s from the westerms which is a symbol of the best earned 
pitch 
It’s the opposite of the less learning 
pitch and tempo 
Nothing simple 
Music moves 
 
S for satisfaction 
M for Miles Davis 
I for loving me like kenerick sang it 
L for living 
Easy 



Like a ballet dancer 
Smooth steady stanza 
Second tier 
hip hop is here 
It’s a news flash I’m the anchor hear 
Daily tribute hymns 
And her 
no whims just 
words 
verse the urge 
to dim or blur 
light the stage up 
Brighten brighten stages first 
appreciate your hurt 
and rage 
Admire 
how the world has turned 
appreciate your turf 
know what you are worth 
it helps you tune yourself 
Just like instruments to know that we collect 
A unified unified undivided purified water peaks and lows 
 
life is a roller coaster 
and we must decide 
Just To listen closely 
To the voices inside 
Just use your third eye 
Intuition given 
Permission that’s fine 
reach a calm mind 
 
Bridge: 
Take me to a happy place 
wishing knowing that I’ll reach this happy place 
happy place 
 
Desperately seeking 
mind is receiving a 
past present heavenly 
Smooth and sweet melody 
life like a guitar sweeps ears just right off their feet walking is such a treat 
Trickery 
 



It’s Halloween so like children I yell and scream from ear to ear its not fear alone 
with my peers but I’m home 
when I’m here on these pages stages exploring a sacred gift mixed with a guitar 
riff and 
a musical note 
That I have found 
I smile to thank the music 
and I smile to Thank the music 
and I smile to Thank the music 
that’s why I smile 
Music 
Music 
Music 


